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Housing Group - Renters

The number of people renting their homes is rising

Trend of renting increasing across nearly all demographics

Rental households in Twin Cities suburban counties almost doubled since 2000

As of 2007, only 4% of total housing units were rental

14% less rental housing compared to the rest of Anoka County

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PEW Research states that 36.6% of households (in 2016) are renting their households, risen from 31.2% in 2006. Highest level in history in exception of 37% in 1965. (36.2% in 1986).People from younger than 35 to 65 % renting increased from 2006 to 2016. In Twin Cities, 89,906 rental households in 2000 and in 2017 there are now 151,600City of Ramsey 2030 Comprehensive Plan (2010) states that there were only approximately 300 rental units within Ramsey - 4% of total # of housing unitsUS Census Bureau (2000) shows Ramsey only at 3% rental housing - same report shows Anoka County overall averaged 17% rental housing overallWith these trends rising… What does Ramsey look like for renters?



Demographic Characteristics
Median age of renter head of household - 39 years old

Household Size - Average household size of 2.78

Household Composition - 19.8% non-family households

Median income of household renters - $33,000

Education - 56% with some college experience and no degree or less 
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Presentation Notes
Age: US Census Bureau (AHS) shows median age of head of householder is 39 for rental HoH and 54 for owner HOH - 15 year difference.PEW Research shows in 2016, 65% of households headed by people younger than 35 were renting. Households headed between 35-44 years are at 41% in 2016 (31% in 2006). 45-64 years old went up from 22% in 2006 to 28% in 2016Household Size: MNCompass - average household size for renters in 2015 is 2.78 (owners is 2.99 out of much larger population). Twin Cities region is 2.27.Household Composition: MNCompass - 80.2% of households in Ramsey in 2015 are family households. 19.8% nonfamily households - 15.4% householder living alone. 48.6% families (and unmarried) without childrenIncome: MNCompass - median household income in Ramsey in 2015 is $86,794. In Twin Cities is $68,873. Median household income of renters is 33,000 (64.7% of overall median) nationally from AHS 2015. National 2015 median household income of owners is $65,000 (127% of overall median).Education: PEW Research - 2016, 29% college-educated household heads compared to 38% of household heads with high school degree/some college experience. 52% household heads who did not finish high school.



Housing Characteristics
Tenure - 10.5% renter occupied

Structure Type - 9% apartment units 

Neighborhood - most located near The COR

Expenditure - median rent is $1,311

Space - 1-3 bedrooms

Quality - 68% of housing built since 1980s
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Presentation Notes
Tenure: METCouncil from (American Community Survey) shows 2011-2015 data shows 10.5% renter occupied housing in Ramsey - Twin Cities Region has a 31.7% renter-occupied housingNational % of renter-occupied housing units is 34.9%Structure Type: METCouncil shows that 74% of housing type is single-family-detached in 2016 which is down from 81% in 2010 from City of Ramsey Comprehensive 2030 plan15.8% townhomes(attached)>1% duplex, triplex or quad1% mobile home9% apartments74% single-family-detachedNeighborhood - Most rental units are in apartments that are located near The COR. The COR offers a new park (with large amphitheater, memorial garden/promenade, public art, pedestrian paths), good pedestrian links (trails, sidewalks, and bridges). Food nearby. Area of most mixed-use development. Next to Light Rail.Expenditure: MN Compass (2015) had median rent of $1,311 for Ramsey. Twin Cities Region was $945. (less affordable or higher quality?) METCouncil from USCB (American Community Survey) showed that 38% of rental households are experiencing housing cost burden in RamseySpace: The rental apartments/townhomes in Ramsey range from 1-3 bedroom spaces. According to the median household size of renters in Ramsey and the overall household composition size, I believe apartment space is suitable for a large majority of those living there. The spaces are standard for apartment unit sizes in terms of sq. ft. and # of bedrooms.



Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction
Waiting lists for many of rental units located near The COR 

Ramsey developing many public amenities and program in The COR

Accessibility to community facilities

Limited amount of public amenities right now

Most units above market price

Limited structure type
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Presentation Notes
Of existing rental properties… “Neighborhood is the strongest influence of overall housing satisfaction.” People are excited about the future of The COR.Good quality housing. Visiting websites of rental properties and found that most did not have any units available and had a link to fill out a form to get on the waiting list.In Ramsey’s Comprehensive Plan for the future, much development is focused around The COR and expanding mixed-use development. As this area becomes more robust and makes a stronger connection (in proximity of housing and such) to the Light Rail, it will continue to increase satisfaction of renters who are interested in neighborhood over space and Transit Oriented DevelopmentAlong with public amenities being created by Ramsey, many of the apartment buildings have their own community facilities that rental households are able to engage in and participate in.Although I believe renters are generally happy, The COR right now is still underdeveloped. If renters are looking for immediate surrounding amenities, they are in a limited community dominated by single family housing.Many of the units are above the median rent for the region.Rental units in Ramsey are limited to 1-3 bedrooms. Very few townhome rental units and others are in multifamily buildings. Structure type to choose from is extremely limited. 



Recent Successful Projects
Terrace Hill Apartments - 63 units - 2007

Residence at The COR - 230 units - 2012

Seasons of Ramsey - 50 units - 2013

Parkview East - 121 units - 2015

Sunwood Village - 47 units - 2015
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Presentation Notes
Seasons of Ramsey - Offers 2-3 bedroom townhomes with rent under $1000. Sunwood Village - 1-3 bedroom apartment building. Sunwood Village is a Tax Credit Development (that does accept Section 8 vouchers). Rent is fixed for unit size and is lower than average market rate rent in area.These projects built in The COR add to the rental complexes in Ramsey of: Rivers Bend (1991) - 32 units; Savannah Oaks (1998) - 50 units; Sunwood Rental Town Homes (2002) - 32 units



Constraints
Market - Only 511 new rental units in last 10 years

Resources – Income and education

Cultural - Society feels that households should own
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Presentation Notes
Market - METCouncil - only 511 new apartment units since 2007 (10 years)... compared to the growth of Ramsey and the Twin Cities metro region, this is far below what it should be to accommodate renters. With the limit of rental units only 78 are deemed affordable by the METCouncil (To 2013-Maximum monthly rents permitted in the metro area for the federal low-income housing tax credits to housing serving households at 60% AMI. To 2015-Maximum monthly rents permitted in metro area for federal low-income housing tax credits to housing serving households at 30,50,60,80% AMI)Resources - METCouncil - only 15% of new rental units in last 10 years are deemed affordable. Although median household income in Ramsey is $86,000… are those families with two incomes always the ones looking for rental property? And as Ramsey continues to grow and become engaged with the growing Metro area, will it accommodate people looking to live here. MN Compass - 56.5% of jobs in Ramsey pay $40,000 or more per year. 68.2% of Ramsey residents work over 10 miles away, so not in Ramsey. 92.6% work over 10 minutes away, so also not Ramsey.Cultural - Looking in the past, it has been a norm to go into home ownership. It’s a societal norm to eventually buy a home. PEW Research conducted a survey where 72% of renters would like to buy a house at some point. About 65% of the survey said they currently rent as a result of circumstances. 32% said they rent as a matter of choice. The trend of living in apartments or not owning when not needed is growing. Live nearby amenities in mixed-use space. Sacrifice detached house to have surplus of amenities in neigborhood.Mobility in Ramsey for renters is very bad. Renters are not able to move easily because of the limited amount of units as well as pricing. If renters want to move, they must move away from Ramsey.



Recommendations
Continue apartment development as The COR grows

Mixed-Use and Transit-Oriented Development

Mixed-Income rental apartments

Introduce new rental housing types

Micro-assessment of housing needs

Seek out policy solutions - look for more opportunities for LIHTC
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Presentation Notes
As The COR continues to grow… more and more people will want to live nearby. Since there is limited amenities there right now, it will also improve the neighborhood of the people living in the rental units. Continuing apartment rental unit development around The COR will match the housing stock that will be desired in the future around that location. As it becomes a node on a transit corridor, high density housing will be preferred to accommodate walkability and neighborhood connection.Ramsey is a “high growth community” and is slowly being reached by the greater metropolitan area’s expansion. Use the Light Rail to its advantage as a Transit Oriented Development to have high density housing nearby to accommodate commutersAs The COR develops and more amenities are within the area of the apartment units, rent prices will look to increase. It is important that Ramsey limits rent increases to ensure people who enjoy living here now are able to stay.Mixed-Income: Continue accommodating all levels of income to The COR as it becomes more developed by introducing mixed income housing complexes or neighborhoods. This can be done by using state and local government land use policy and regulation to encourage developers to build a certain percentage of new housing units at a particular level of affordability. This can ensure safe and adequate housing to renters in Ramsey.Demographic: Use demographic predictions and information to predict housing demand in the future. From these, attempt to analyze housing trends to begin a framework to create the proper supply of housingMicro-assessment: Potentially meet with residents of current rental complexes. What are they satisfied with, what are they dissatisfied with? Meeting with individual households about their housing needs is a legitimate way of estimating community housing needs and pointing out problemsPolicy: Low-Income Housing Tax Credit is tax credit for affordable housing investments. Sunwood Village received some of this and I hope Ramsey continues to seek out opportunity for more affordable rental units. Many other solutions and ways to seek policy help.



Conclusions
Rental housing demand is greater than supply

Number of renter households is increasing

Opportunity to accommodate more renter households in The COR

Emphasize rent affordability

Allow changing housing trends to inform future development
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Presentation Notes
Currently, the extremely low vacancy rate of Ramsey overall as well as the lower vacancy rate of rental complexes displays that there is not a balance between supply and demand. If demand is too strong, rent prices may be increased, hurting overall affordability.Ramsey is accommodating single-family home ownership much more than rental accommodations. Ramsey has been improving and balancing growth of rental units and single-family homes similarly as of recent. Opportunity: As Ramsey continues to experience high-growth, renters are a housing group needed to be remembered even as suburb neighborhoods are being formed. The COR provides an excellent area for high-density housing development that emphasizes neighborhood and walkabilityAffordability: As renters already generally make less income on average, ensure that rental units are appropriate to this price level. Future trends: Speak to current rental households in the community to get a sense of what needs are being met or not met. Use predictive demographic information to begin setting up a framework for housing supply going forward. Let high-density (rental) housing develop as The COR develops and begins to knit together with the greater metroplitan area.



Questions?
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